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Housekeeping
• Please make sure your phones are on silent.
• Submit your questions by using the chat box.
• The Katie Beckett Presentation will be sent to
participants after today’s session and internal
approval is received for distribution.

• Please send your agency name, participant name,
and email address via the chat box so that your
attendance can be recorded.
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Agenda
• Katie Beckett History
• Katie Beckett Law and Budget
• Tennessee Katie Beckett Program
• Katie Beckett Provider Network
• Provider Training
• Staff Training
• Operational Overview
• Important Timelines
• Question and Answers
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Katie Beckett History
• Four months after her birth at St. Luke’s Hospital in 1978, Katie

contracted viral encephalitis, leaving her partly paralyzed, unable
to swallow and barely able to breathe on her own. Her parents
wanted to manage her care at home with a ventilator and began
lobbying politicians. The case led to what is known as the Katie
Beckett Waiver.

• Katie qualified for Supplemental Security Income (SSI), a Medicaid
program run by the Social Security Administration. Under the old
rules, if she had been taken home, her parents’ incomes would
have been counted against her, and she would have lost eligibility
for the aid. Yet her hospital care was costing $12,000 a month, six
times as much as home care would have cost.
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Katie Beckett History
• Former President Ronald Reagan heard about Katie from former
Vice President George Bush, who been told about her by
Thomas Tauke, a Republican congressman from Iowa. At a
news conference on Nov. 10, 1981, Mr. Reagan cited Katie’s
case as an example of “hidebound regulations” that caused
“tremendous expense to the taxpayers.” The rules, he said,
forced her to stay in the hospital even though she would be
better off at home.

Her parents, both working and with insurance, were not able to cover
the medical costs required to care for Katie at home. She had reached
the $1 million cap on her parents’ personal health insurance, so the
only remaining funding source was Medicaid.
But if Katie were to leave the hospital, she would no longer qualify for
Medicaid.
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Katie Beckett History
• The former secretary of health and human services, Richard

•

S. Schweiker, waived the rules to let Katie return home
without the loss of federal support. He also created a review
board to handle similar cases. When she left the hospital a
week before Christmas in 1981, Katie received a rag doll
from the Reagans and a note wishing her and her family “the
loveliest holiday ever.”
The following year, in 1982, Congress passed the Katie
Beckett Waiver, permitting states to provide Medicaid funds
for the home-based care of children and adults with severe
disabilities, based on their own income and assets alone.
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Katie Beckett Program History
• Katie believed that people with

disabilities should be
encouraged to exceed society’s
low expectations of them, and
she was an inspiring role model.

• She earned a bachelor’s

degree, held a job as a YWCA
first responder to victims of
sexual assault and domestic
violence, served on legislative
advisory panels in Washington,
D.C., as an advocate for people
with disabilities, and lived in her
own apartment.
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Katie Beckett Law
• Governor Lee signed legislation for the Katie
•

•

Beckett waiver in July 2019.
The program will be for children under age 18 with
disabilities and/or complex medical needs who
aren’t Medicaid-eligible because of their parents’
income or assets.
The program has two parts:
- Part A, for those with the most significant
disabilities or complex medical needs
- Part B, designed as a Medicaid diversion
program
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Katie Beckett Budget
• Governor Lee signed legislation for the Katie Beckett
•

•

waiver, and lawmakers approved a budget of $27.3
million for the program.
When matched with federal Medicaid funds, the
program will provide $72 million to spend on services
in the Katie Beckett program. Only the approved budget
may be spent on the program.
Funding is based on an
estimated 3,000 children.
 Part A will serve an
estimated 300 children.
 Part B will serve an
estimated 2,700 children.
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Katie Beckett Amendment
• Amendment 40 proposes to amend the existing 1115
demonstration waiver.
• This provides federal authority to establish a standalone Katie Beckett program in Tennessee designed to
provide services and supports to children, under the age
of 18, with disabilities and/or complex medical needs
who wouldn’t otherwise qualify for TennCareSM.
• Once a child enrolled in the program turns 18, coverage
in the program can continue for up to a year to allow
time for the child to qualify for SSI and continue
Medicaid eligibility in that category.
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Katie Beckett Program Part A
Part A of Tennessee’s Katie Beckett Program:
• Covers full Medicaid Benefits, including benefits provided
under the Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic, and
Treatment (EPSDT) Program.
• Covers wraparound Home and Community-Based Services
(HCBS).
• Is administered by the State’s contracted managed care
organization.
- All children in Part A are assigned to TennCareSelect.
- Each child will have a Nurse Care Manager with
specialized training in developmental disabilities and in a
family-centered approach.
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Eligibility: Katie Beckett Part A
Katie Beckett Program Part A Eligibility
Guidelines:

• The child is under age 18.
• The child has medical needs that result in

severe functional limitations based on
criteria developed specifically for children.

• The child’s medical needs qualify for care in
an institution (even though services will be
provided at home).

• The cost of care can’t exceed the estimated
Medicaid cost of institutional care.
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Eligibility: Katie Beckett Part A
• The child’s medical needs are likely to last at
least 12 months or result in death.

• The child would qualify for SSI, except for
their parents’ income and/or assets.

• A physician agrees that in-home care will
meet the child’s needs.

• The child can’t be Medicaid-eligible or

receiving long-term services and supports in
another Medicaid program.
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Prioritization Criteria for Part A Recipients
• Prioritization for slots in Part A of the Katie Beckett Program is based on
objective needs-based criteria.

• Criteria won’t be based solely or even primarily on diagnoses, rather:

 The child’s specific functional and developmental limitations (as compared
to the child’s chronological age).
 The impact of the child’s diagnoses, including the frequency, intensity and
duration of required functional, medical, and behavioral supports.
 The degree of caregiver burden entailed in providing such supports.
 Other factors that impact a family’s ability to meet the child’s support needs.

• Prioritization will take into account not just the current or most recent

presentation of the child’s condition, but also the course of the child’s condition,
including intermittent or episodic needs, and the long-term prognosis for the
child’s condition(s).

• Hospitalizations (or other institutionalizations) will be considered, but not
required as part of the prioritization process.

• These criteria are only applicable for initial enrollment.
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Katie Beckett Waiting List
• When a slot isn’t available for an eligible individual, applicants are

placed on a waiting list for the Katie Beckett program component (Part
A and/or Part B) for which they qualify.

• The two parts of the Katie Beckett Program maintain independent
waiting lists – Part A Waiting List and the Part B Waiting List.

• An applicant may be on the Waiting List for both Part A and Part B at
the same time.

• A child may occupy a Part B slot and be on the Waiting List for Part A.
• The child’s medical needs are likely to last at least 12 months or result
in death.

• A child may not be on the Part B Waiting List while they occupy a Part
A slot. Once a child is enrolled in Part A, the Part B slot is released.
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Katie Beckett Program Comparison
Part A

Part B

Continued Eligibility

• Up to 300 individuals
• Most significant disabilities
or complex medical needs
(qualify for institutional care)
• Provides Medicaid to
applicants not eligible due
to their parents’ income or
assets
• Must meet level of care for
Part B first
• Minimum essential
coverage insurance
required
• HCBS up to $15,000 per
child
• Premium payment required
• Cost cannot exceed cost of
institutional care

• Up to 2,700 individuals
• Significant disabilities
or complex medical
needs
• Doesn’t provide
Medicaid benefits
• Provides up to $10,000
in essential services
and supports
• No premium payment
required

• Applicants currently
enrolled in Medicaid
• Determined to no
longer qualify
financially for Medicaid
• Eligible for Part A, but
no slot is available/
they’re on the
waiting list
• Cost of care cannot
exceed the
comparable cost of
institutional care
• No premium payment
required
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Katie Beckett Part A Services
• Full Medicaid benefits for children
include, but are not limited to:

- Home health
- Private duty nursing
- Durable medical equipment
and supplies
- Physical therapy, occupational
therapy, and speech pathology
- Audiological services
- Non-emergency transportation
- Behavioral health services
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Katie Beckett Part A Services
• Wraparound Home and Community Based Services
(HCBS):

Supportive Home Care and Respite
- Assistive Technology, Adaptive Equipment and Supplies
- Minor Home Modification
- Family-to-Family Support
- Community Integration Services
- Family Caregiver Education and Training
- Decision-Making Supports
- Health Insurance Counseling and Forms Assistance
- Vehicle Modification
- Community Transportation
- Community Support Development, Organization and Navigation

 A child may receive up to $15,000 a year in HCBS.
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Katie Beckett Part A Provider Requirements
• Current Employment and Community First (ECF)

CHOICES Credentialing and Contracting Requirements:
 As applicable based on the service(s) the provider is contracted to
deliver; requirements include:
- Use of the Electronic Visit Verification (EVV) System and Tablet, and
compliance (EVV services only)
- HCBS Settings Rule
- Reportable Events, including tracking and reporting
- ECF CHOICES Quality Monitoring Process
- Background and registry requirements
- Appropriate claims submissions (use of Availity)
- Appropriate and qualified staff, including applicable training
- Updated Universal Application
- Amended ECF CHOICES agreement
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Katie Beckett Part A Staff Qualifications
• Employment and Community First (ECF) CHOICES
training criteria:

 Providers must be contracted ECF CHOICES providers to deliver
services to Katie Beckett members.
 Staff must complete current, required ECF CHOICES direct support
professional (DSP) training and all identified Katie Beckett training
before supporting an individual in the Katie Beckett program.
 Katie Beckett training modules are located in Relias.
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Katie Beckett Operational Overview
• Implementation: Katie Beckett

providers are currently participating in
and contracted for ECF CHOICES.

• Providers will receive an amended ECF

CHOICES provider agreement and
should return it to BlueCare Tennessee
after completing the provider application.
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Katie Beckett Operational Overview
• Additionally, providers must:

 Attend all required Katie Beckett
meetings and forums, as applicable,
prior to the implementation date.
 Conduct required ECF CHOICES and
additional Katie Beckett-identified
training for DSPs that will support
individuals in the program.
 Ensure all policies and procedures are
updated to reflect the Katie Beckett
program and program requirements.
 Be prepared and ready to accept
referrals in their contracted counties to
support individuals enrolled in the
Katie Beckett program.
 Remain compliant with and adhere to
all state regulations and contractual
obligations.
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Guide to Readiness
• Identify staffing:

 Evidence of existing/available trained staff that can support individuals in
the Katie Beckett program upon accepting referrals
 Process for ensuring all required background and registry checks have
been completed, and training is completed prior to serving a Katie Beckett
member (as applicable)
 Prepared and ready to accept referrals for the Katie Beckett program in
contracted counties

• Katie Beckett ECF CHOICES Service Delivery Plan:

 Demonstrate your agency’s plan to provide services in accordance with
Katie Beckett benefit definitions and in a way that incorporates personcentered practices
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Guide to Readiness – Proposed Membership
Interest Submissions
Number of Members per Region
521
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West

Grand Total
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Provider
and DSP
Training

Katie Beckett Provider Training
The Division of TennCare requires all contracted ECF CHOICES providers
to comply with National Committee for Quality Assurance standards, and
governmental and state regulations. These standards are applicable to
providers in the Katie Beckett program and qualify agencies to participate in
the program.
BlueCare Tennessee ensures providers complete training in the following
areas*, in addition to annual and ongoing training requirements:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Deficit Reduction Act
Reportable Events
QA Training
EVV/GPS Training
Web Portal Claims Submission
Any other applicable training
deemed necessary or required

*Please note this is not an exhaustive list.
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Katie Beckett Provider Training
• The Division of TennCare has

established a competency-based
training program that is mandatory
for all direct support staff (and
administrators who provide direct
support) when members are enrolled
in the ECF CHOICES program.

• The DSP training is based on core

competencies or skills necessary for
satisfactory job performance.

• The mandatory training topics for

DSPs supporting ECF CHOICES
members are also required when
supporting an individual in the Katie
Beckett program.
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Katie Beckett Provider Training
• The DSPs supporting individuals in

the Katie Beckett program will also
be required to complete training that
has been carefully crafted for this
population.

• The specified curriculum includes
modules to support long-term
individuals with disabilities or
complex medical needs, living at
home with their families.
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Identified DSP Training Requirements
• Training topics are categorized as:
 1) External certifications;

 2) Training modules that must be completed online using Relias,
with the option to incorporate in-person components; and
 3) In-person training modules that must be provided by an
agency’s training staff. This requirement applies even if the module
is based in Relias online training. For example, the provider agency
will be expected to conduct a classroom-style presentation of the
Relias module and incorporate in-person techniques during the
module to achieve active engagement and gauge staff
understanding.
 Total ECF CHOICES hours of training is 43.5.
 Staff must complete additional Katie Beckett training hours, as
identified in Relias.
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Direct Support Training – Current
Current Required ECF CHOICES DSP Training

• First Aid
• CPR
• Medication
Administration
• HIPAA
• Infection Control
• Title VI
• Tennessee
Conservatorship
• The Role of the DSP

• Person-Centered
Planning
• Environmental Safety
• Disability Overview
• Assisting People with
I/DD
• Making Personal
Growth and Dignity
Possible
• PCSP-Specific Training

• Documentation of
Service Delivery
• The Use of the EVV
System
• An Introduction to
Behavioral Health
• HCBS Settings Rule
• Connecting People
with Disabilities and
Community
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Direct Support Training – Katie Beckett NEW
Current Required ECF DSP Training

• History and Overview of
Katie Beckett
• Overview of Children with
Disabilities
• Enabling Technology
• Supporting Families
Trainings

• Early Childhood Safety and
Injury Prevention
• Developmental Concerns,
Childhood to Adolescence
• When to Seek Medical
Attention
• Responding to Health Care
Needs-Focused Learning
• Trauma-Informed Care
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Important
Timelines

Katie Beckett Program Timelines

Provider Notification

Provider
Application(s)
Distributed

April 10, 2020

April 20, 2020

Webinars
Scheduled:
• 6/19; 8/17; 10/26; 11/16
• EVV Training: 11/18 &
11/19 (1-hour sessions)

June–Nov. 2020

Katie Beckett
Implementation

Nov. 23, 2020

April 17, 2020

April 24, 2020

Nov. 2020

Deadline for
Provider Response

Deadline to Submit
Provider
Applications (with
Updates)

BlueCare Provider
Agreements
Executed
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Katie Beckett Program Resources
• CHOICESProviderRelations@bcbst.com – Email us your
•
•

questions.
Division of TennCare Katie Beckett Waiver
Department of Intellectual & Developmental Disabilities
Katie Beckett Program
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Questions

Thank You

BlueCare Tennessee is an Independent Licensee of BlueCross BlueShield Association

